BERTA MORENO LITTLE STEPS

PRESS QUOTES:
"Berta Moreno has the sound of wisdom, the warmth of spiritualness, and the sparkle of imagination."
-Steve Wilson – GRAMMY Award Winning Saxophonist/composer

"Berta Moreno - an expressive and highly engaging fresh voice on the scene as both a tenor saxophonist and
composer."
-Mike Holober- Pianist, composer/arranger, Artistic Director/Conductor of the Westchester Jazz Orchestra (WJO) and
Associate Guest Conductor of the HR Big Band

"Berta Moreno is one of the best representatives outside our country of the fashionable 'Marca España',
naturally in what she loves and dominates: jazz."
-Emilio Martínez – DIARIO CRÍTICO- (Jan 7th 2016) http://bit.ly/2k7nINl

"With a great personality, Moreno knows how to extract from her tenor sax a dark and yet warm sound, totally
rooted in the jazz tradition but with a modern, energetic and optimistic discourse that produces fresh and
evocative melodies with doses of spontaneity and captivating rhythms ".
-Chevy Martínez – Owner/Programmer of Jimmy Glass Jazz Club (Valencia, Spain) http://bit.ly/2jCcNKJ

AWARDS:
New York 2016 - Sidney Zolot Award for excellence in Music
New York 2015 - BMI Evelyn Buckstein Scholarship
Netherlands 2014 - VDB Stichting Scholarship
Netherlands 2013- 1st Prize Zoetemeer Jazz Competition
Netherlands 2013- 2nd Prize Audience Nomination Leidse
Spain 2008 and 2009 - AIE Scholarship

BIOGRAPHY:
2016 Sidney Zolot (for excellence in music) and 2015 BMI/Evelyn
Buckstein award winner, jazz saxophonist and composer Berta
Moreno has the innate gift of connecting with an audience and
communicating her passion through music.
Berta’s strong personality is reflected in her unique dark and
warm sound on the tenor and her beautiful energy and optimism
come through her improvisations in the most honest way.
Berta has been exploring possibilities of jazz quartet/quintet
touring in Europe for over 3 years, being awarded 1st prize at
Zoetermeer Jazz Competition and 2nd prize nominated by the
audience at Leidse Jazz Competition in The Netherlands in 2013.
After moving to New York in 2014 she started working on her
new project “Berta Moreno Quintet”, sharing the stage with
GRAMMY award winners and nominees Steve Wilson (Sax), Troy
Roberts (sax) and Manuel Valera (Piano), as well as David Hardy
(drums) and Maksim Perepelica (Double Bass) with whom she
just recorded her Debut Album “Little Steps” (2017) performing
both in Europe and New York City.

LITTLE STEPS PROJECT:
"Little Steps"- 8 original compositions exploring different ways of using the blues
over modern, more complex jazz harmonies and rhythms.

LITTLE STEPS- THE STORY
Berta Moreno's new jazz album "Little Steps" is a compilation of 8 original compositions that
shows the journey of a woman following her dream of becoming a Jazz Musician. A long
journey that takes you through different countries and continents, a journey of challenges
that force you to grow in ways you’ve never imagined, a journey of people from all over the
world yet sometimes a journey of loneliness, but mainly a journey into yourself.
Behind every song there is a story, a little adventure that I tried to reflect by using
different elements in the music.

LITTLE STEPS- THE MUSIC
Rooted in the straight ahead jazz tradition with a "modern twist" and a very personal touch
"Little Steps “presents fresh and evocative melodies, rhythmic games, swing and spontaneity.
To express the idea of journey and motion in the album the music is pretty dynamic,
expressive and very rhythmical. You can find different kinds of rhythms: Jazz, Latin,
Brazilian… You find catchy melodies that blend really good with more complex harmonies,
but above all you find the blues. The Blues has this meaning of going through the struggle
with a smile in your face. This album wants to show the journey in a very optimistic way, so
the blues is a key element in the whole album.

LITTLE STEPS-PROJECT IMPACT
One of the things I was really conscious of, while composing the songs and recording the
music, was to find the way to connect with the listener. It is one of the challenges I want to
take as an artist. I want to make Jazz accessible for everyone and enlarge jazz audiences.
I think Jazz is music for the people, and by people I mean “everyday people” Jazz has all
these elements that every human being can relate to: the rhythm, the melody, the blues, the
stories behind the songs and the emotions.
My challenge was to find ways to express my own ideas and personality within these elements
in the album in order to keep the listener connected, but at the same time creating
something fresh, modern and organic.

LITTLE STEPS- THE BAND
Berta Moreno (tenor sax/composer/producer) featuring GRAMMY award-winners and
nominees Steve Wilson (alto/soprano sax); Troy Roberts (tenor/soprano sax); Manuel Valera
(piano); as well as Maksim Perepelica (double bass/ co-producer) and David Hardy (drums);
recorded a vibrant and sophisticated album at Systems Two Studios (Brooklyn) in October
2016.

LITTLE STEPS- ALBUM TRACKS
1. J.G.Power.…………………..(8:38)

5. Mind the Gap………………(6:00)

2. Lost & Found……………….(6:41)

6. Little Steps…..……………..(5:36)

3. Cosmic Dance………………(6:39)

7. Broadway Bells……………..(8:07)

4. Lullaby for Rafi……………..(7:08)

8. Option A……………………..(6:59)

LITTLE STEPS- EPK PROMOTIONAL VIDEO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZxByeIuCLM

CONTACT AND BOOKING:
BERTA MORENO:

Social Media:
www.bertamoreno.com;
www.facebook.com/bertamorenojazz

Email:
blue_wapango@hotmail.com

Phone number:
USA (+1) 646-361-6901
SPAIN: (+34) 677-804910

